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Preface 
Janheinz Jahn once told me that many years ago, following a lecture at the 
Frobenius Institute in Frankfurt, a discussion arose about Frobenius and the 
achievements of German cultural anthropology since his time. Mrs. Editha 
Frobenius, tiny and age-bent, disagreed with the work performed in the field after 
her husband's death, and, pointing her walking stick toward Janheinz Jahn and 
shaking it, said: "This is the Frobenius of our time." On several later occasions 
Leopold Sedar Senghor expressed the same opinion. Jahn was partly flattered by this, 
partly disturbed. He felt himself related to Frobenius in his enthusiasm for Africa; he 
admired his fresh and courageous approach, his enormous industry, his vitality and 
love of life. He was greatly amused when an old friend of ours, who had been 
attached to the Frobenius Institute during Frobenius's lifetime, phoned him the day 
before his death to tell him that roaring parties had been thrown in the Institute of 
that time, that Frobenius had been a hearty drinker with a good sense of humor and 
that he had had love affairs with nearly all the pretty female students of the 
Institute. 

The pioneer, the man who stood up against old established ideas about 
Africa-that was the Frobenius with whom Jahn liked to be compared. But the hero 
also displayed other traits that Jahn could not countenance: his nationalism and 
fascistic tendencies, his careless theorizing, his imprecise thinking, his emotionalism, 
his sometimes swollen, pathetic style and his narrowmindedness about everything 
that was not old Africa. 

This essay on Leo Frobenius was Jahn's last work. Writing on that iridescent and 
contradictory man occupied the last weeks of his life. He was able to oversee 
publication of the German original in Intemationales Afrika Forum, 9 (1973), 524-36, 
and to send his essay to the United States, but he never saw this translation. I have 
read it for him. Janheinz Jahn died in the month in which Germany celebrated the 
hundredth anniversary of Leo Frobenius. 

Ulla Schild 
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Translator's Note 

Towards the beginning of his commemorative essay on the German ethnologist and 
Africanist Leo Frobenius (1873-1938), Janheinz Jahn- experienced translator and 
challenging critic of Third World literatures-claims that the accord between 
Leopold Sedar Senghor and Leo Frobenius is based, at least in one instance, on an 
error in translation. It seems that the French translator of Frobenius's Kulturge
schichte Afrikas fell victim to one of those nasty German words which carry 
innumerable meanings and often express everything and nothing. Bildung, the cause 
of this and other confusion, is a word which, among other things, can mean 
"formation," "education," ''refinement," "culture," "civilization," and "body 
shape." The French translator decided that Frobenius in his phrase Ebenmiissigkeit 
der Bildung was making a statement on the unjty of African "civilization," whereas 
according to Janheinz Jahns reading he was referring to the harmony of African 
"body shape." One should think that the larger context would clarify this problem of 
translation, but after consulting the original text one is as puzzled as before and still 
does not know whether to agree with Janheinz Jahn or the French translator. 

The translator of the following essay hopes that he was able to avoid major 
confusion. In his attempt to convey Jahn's vivid and sarcastic prose and the intricate 
and frequently pompous language in quotations from Frobenius's works he could not 
help but leave quite a number of Germanisms. In several places both the German 
phrase and an approximate English rendering are given. 

Special thanks go to Christopher Middleton, professor in the German Department 
of The University of Texas at Austin for his substantial help in revising the final 
version of this translation; to Bernth Lindfors, the general editor of the Occasional 
Publications series; to Janheinz Jahn for offering this opportunity to make a small 
contribution to the Frobenius centenary; to Orine S. Robinson for typing the final 
manuscript; to Tom Cunningham for designing this booklet; and to the Frobenius 
Institute in Frankfurt for supplying the photograph of Leo Frobenius. 

Reinhard Sander 
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LEO FROBENIUS: THE DEMONIC CHILD 

Nineteen seventy-three is a Frobenius year. A hundred years ago, on June 29, 
1873,1 Leo Frobenius was born in Berlin, the son of a "fortress-building soldier."2 His 
name evokes admiration and uneasiness-admiration from laymen and uneasiness 
from experts. His fame has not worn out as quickly as that of the other celebrity from 
colonial times, Albert Schweitzer, who was Frobenius's junior by only eighteen 
months. They were both brilliant autobiographers and charismatic propagandists of 
their ideas, who attracted disciples; however, there is less glitter, no picture-book 
humanity, and no sentimental dreaminess about Africa attaching to Frobenius's 
fame. No new school b.uildings were named after Frobenius. The fame of Albert 
Schweitzer-as it was maliciously whispered even during his lifetime-increased in 
quadratic proportion to remoteness from his African place of work. Of Frobenius's 
fame the opposite can be said. 

The theater, dance and art center connected with the University of Ife in Nigeria, 
where Frobenius excavated the bronze head of the sea-god, the Ori Olokun, in 1910, 
is called "Ori Olokun." Now the university has proposed a Leo Frobenius chair to be 
endowed by the German Federal Republic and to be held alternately by German 
scholars recommended by the university. Frobenius's three-volume travel report, 
Und Afrika sprach (1912-13), which soon appeared in English as The Voice of Africa 
(1913), did not contain much that was favorable to lfe, but Ife has forgotten the old 
squabbles, and the hothead's name now has a good sound again. In Dakar there is 
already a Frobenius chair; and when visiting Germany, Leopold Sedar Senghor never 
misses a chance to draw attention to Frobenius, who between 1930 and 1939 had 
made him dance in the "intoxication of the 'New Negro.' "3 As Senghor wrote, 
Frobenius was "for the first pioneers of Negritude in fact far more than a teacher. He 
became for them an effective driving force in the discovery, awakening and 
strengthening of the 'slumbering energies' in the Black man. His books which had 
appeared in French, Histoire de la civilisation africaine and Le Destin des 
civilisations (Kulturgeschichte Afrikas [History of African Culture] and Schicksals
kunde im Sinne des Kulturwerdens [Destiny in Terms of Cultural Growth]), were 
among the sacred books of a whole generation of Black African students. "4 The name 
Frobenius still has a strong appeal in Africa, Afro-Paris and Afro-America. 

Politicians and their ghost writers like to draw political profit from all of this. In 
after-dinner speeches, welcoming addresses, treaties, and contracts for foreign aid 
between Germans and Africans, the name Frobenius turns out to be an improver of 
the climate: people find in it an object of mutual admiration. Given a reason for a 
renewed shaking of hands, the "sincere partnership" becomes more believeable. It 
seems as if Frobenius made up for several Herero wars. When the spirit of Frobenius 
is conjured up, there is almost fraternization between Germans and Africans. 

But what kind of a spirit is this? Senghor is enthusiastic about Frobenius since 
he-like Senghor-postulated a homogeneous Negro-African culture: "I know of no 
Northern people that, in terms of unity of civilization, is comparable to these 
primitives."5 Only Frobenius never wrote such words. He wrote: "I know of no 
people ... that is comparable to these primitives as regards balanced proportions 
[Ebenmassigkeit der Bildung]"6-here referring to body shape. Yet Senghor is no 
falsifier: in the French translation published by Gallimard, from which Senghor 
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quotes, the passage reads in fact" . . . unite de civilisation."7 The accord between 
Frobenius and Senghor rests-here at any rate- on an error in translation. 

Frobenius was an obsessed man. He called it Ergriffenheit [state of rapture]; and 
that state does not quite coincide with what people today call engagement. There 
was more passion involved. When he was seized, he could not be kept back. For 
example, he would have rock paintings on his mind and would equip an expedition 
to the Sahara-but he did not know how to drive a car. He would surely have 
forgotten the water bags, too. Fortunately, he had an able wife-Editha Frobenius-
who knew how to drive and repair a car and who would remember water, food and 
medical equipment. She also knew how to cook something out of nothing. She always 
shook her head over her husband's scholarship. What she loved him for was not his 
scholarship. 

Besides, his scholarship never stood on firm feet. His school education was in no 
way solid. Since his father, the fortress-builder, was often on the move, Frobenius 
changed schools every year or two. He never put down roots, but remained a 
wanderer throughout his life. He attended grammar schools in Berlin, Strassburg, 
Lotzen, Glogau, Charlottenburg and Halle.8 He was a bookworm though: by the age 
of thirteen he had "devoured all the Leather Stockings, Deerslayers, Pathfinders, 
War Eagles, Grey and Brown Bears, several Robinsons and all similar books,"9 but 
regarded them as "frauds." By this time he had had personal experiences with 
peoples from overseas, with "savages," who at that time were exhibited like animals 
in zoological gardens. "As the grandchild of Dr. Bodinus I grew up, in a manner of 
speaking, in the Berlin Zoological Gardens. There I made friendships with Eskimos 
and Laplanders every winter, and with Bedouins and Blacks every summer."10 Even 
then "a lad of very quick decisions,"11 he carried "all his books about Indians to a 
second-hand bookseller one nice afternoon .. .finally to get a decent book about the 
savages."12 He read travel reports ("by the age of sixteen the lad had read all the 
works of the renowned explorers of A.fric~: Schweinfurth, Pogge, Wissmann, 
Nachtigal, Heuglin, Barth, Marmo, Holub, Hornemann, etc.")13 and was enthusiastic 
about Heinrich Schliemann, who really became his idol. Schliemann was to 
Frobenius "not especially learned, but rather a man filled with the passion of 
conviction and urge for exploration."14 Schliemann took myth literally, contrary to 
the preconceptions of his time. "The significance of his performance," writes 
Frobenius, "lies in the fact that he regarded the accounts of old Homer as supported 
by history, whereas scholarship until then had considered them to be mythical and 
'simply imaginative.' Following such conviction he first regarded the hill Hissarlik as 
the location of Old Troy and began excavations."15 Likewise Frobenius would later 
take tradition literally and would excavate proofs of African history. The parallels to 
Schliemann probably drove him consciously or unconsciously to raise the signifi
cance of his discovery to Homeric proportions. Troy-that was the Iliad, but what 
was Ife? An unknown African provincial town. That could not be true. Out of it 
Frobenius conjured up his Atlantis. 

When working as a business apprentice, Frobenius was finally, in the Ubersee
museum in Bremen, overcome by longings for distant horizons, "the unrestrained 
hunger for personal experience."16 Even today this museum has an exotic atmos
phere and consequently a large number of people visit it. So the young Frobenius 
climbed down forever from his stool in front of the copying book, on which his father 

had put him. No university accepted him, hence he wrote on his own and attacked 
the scholars. His reward was incomprehension and rejection. Needing concrete 
proofs, he set out on his travels. He had no funds for traveling, hence he had to find 
sponsors. He writes: "In 1904 I founded ... the Deutsche lnnerafrikanische 
Forschungs-Expedition [German Inner-African Exploration Expedition] propped up 
by an almost foolhardy contract with the museum in Hamburg to collect specimens. 
This contract could only be concluded if I could guarantee to amass as many things 
as possible for as little money as possible ... As assistant I took along the 
drawing-master Lemme .. .In 1906 we return~d home; the result was a collection of 
8,000 pieces.''17 

Frobenius did not have the slightest notion of scholarly conscientiousness, but 
instead possessed fantasy and intuition. Participating in experience, feeling his way 
into things and searching for their soul-those were his recipes. And his own 
propaganda saw to it that they were swallowed by a section of the amazed world as a 
new scientific method. His biographical experiences he elevated to world-shaking 
incidents: "It was on the evening of a fall day, anno domini 1905 post Christum 
natum according to the Julian calendar. I was standing on the banks of one of the 
thousands of waters which merge into the Lulua river, then into the Kasai stream, 
and finally into the gigantic Congo ... " 18 His indefatigable and ant-like industry 
presented scholarship with a hoard of precious details which has still not been 
exhausted. Even on his first journey this material was "carefully copied and ordered 
in such a manner that, in case of [his] sudden death, its value would not be 
impaired."19 In 1924, after his tenth journey, he wrote about himself in the third 
person: "As a traveler through Africa Leo Frobenius did not make things easy for 
himself . . .It is characteristic of him that he always copied his journals while 
traveling. That is to say, a total of 195 quartos of copied material."2° Frobenius 
wrote book after book with titles of,_which editors of magazines would be envious 
even today: Vom Schreibtisch zum Aquator [From the Desk to the Equator], Der 
Geist uber den Erdteilen [Spirit over Continents], Das Zeitalter des Sonnengottes 
[The Age of the Sun-God], Die Flegel;ahre der Menscheit (The Childhood of Man], 
Das sterbende Afrika (Dying Africa], Der Kopf als Schicksal [The Head as Destiny], 
during the First World War even Der Vi:ilkerzirkus unserer Feinde (The International 
Circus of Our Enemies]. 

In 1894, when he was twenty-one years old, the framework of his theoretical 
system was established. He later wrote about it: "In my time I called into existence 
the theory of cultural circles. "21 But then also details about his office furnishings, 
which were to receive his collections, seemed to him to deserve recording: "There 
came to my mind the idea of a great establishment, in which all records of sources, 
ordered and arranged by an inner logic . . . are stored for the study of cultural history. 
The first suitable boxes were ordered from a neighboring carpenter, and the cartons 
and carefully fitted compartments from a book-binder . .. When on November 9, 
1894, I examined the activities and results of the last years, I found that the plan for 
a comprehensive archive of ethnology and history of civilization was complete; the 
basic installations were arranged, and the knowledge that human culture is an 
organic being had been achieved."22 

This was Frobenius's pathos, his style, his self-confidence and his key to success. 
And he spoke as he wrote. In conversation he could talk his partner into 
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drunkenness. Editha Frobenius, who did not die until 1967, told me shortly before 
her death how he found his mightiest sponsor. Frobenius had asked for an audience 
and was received by Emperor Wilhelm II for thirty minutes on December 16, 1912. 
He flung protocol to the winds, did not wait until his majesty condescended to ask 
questions, but held forth about his newest theories. There was not enough time, so 
the Emperor invited him for a private talk at night. Frobenius put all his eggs in one 
basket: to the horror of the servants the visitor remained deep into the night. The 
Emperor, though dead tired, was still listening and he granted research and travel 
funds from his own privy purse. In gratitude Frobenius set up a literary monument to 
his sponsor (who also later supported him from Doom): "It may be recorded as an 
essential historical document that among the leaders of political and intellectual life 
at that time, I actually found only three who understood the eminent perspectives of 
a properly grounded scientific metaphysics such as the future would need: Wilhelm 
II, German Emperor and King of Prussia, Johann Albrecht, Duke of Mecklenburg, 
and Prof. Dr. Crusius, President of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences."23 

Frobenius had found rich sponsors early in his career. The first journey of 1904-06, 
financed by the Karl Ritter Foundation in Berlin, the Rudolf Virchow Foundation in 
Berlin, and the museum for ethnology in.Hamburg, led him to the forest peoples in 
the Kasai and Congo basins. Frobenius collected everything: artifacts-above all the 
art of the Bakuba-inforrnation and tales. About this journey he wrote the volume 
entitled Im Schatten des Kongostaates [In the Shadow of the Congo State] (1907). 

On this first journey he developed his traveling method. On the way, be was able 
constantly to check all collected details. "Even if a people is left after the most 
thorough studies, some of its representatives must be urged to come along as 
traveling companions. On the journey they should again and again be confronted 
with new phenomena so that they talk about their own way of life from a new 
perspective. In this manner the DIAFE (Deutsche lnnerafrikanische Forschungs
Expedition) had representatives of twenty peop.les at the end of the Congo journey, 
forty-six at the end of the Niger journey, and no less than sixty-one at the end of the 
Yoruba-Benue excursion.24 This princely household is a living history of civilization, 
and the task of the cultural researcher is to transform it into a living encyclope-
d . "25 1a. 

There were whole chains of interpreters, since Frobenius did not speak a single 
African language. But he made a virtue out of his necessity. "Like everybody else, 
the head of the DIAFE tried in the beginning to learn the language of the natives ... 
[but] he suffered a complete shipwreck."26 "Even the greatest linguistic genius 
cannot learn as many languages as must exist in the environment of a cultural 
researcher forming an ethnological princely household. Thus it can easily happen 
that all natives who are not immediately understood consider the European and his 
colleagues, who understand him, to be a clique and themselves to be less important 
aliens."27 Frobenius solved the problem by holding court in the manner of African 
kings: "The real king preserves his sovereignty by never communicating directly 
with the people, but always through a speaker."28 

Besides carvings for museums, Frobenius collected primarily stories. "Since there 
was no sparingness in payment, news about the pleasant business that could be made 
by telling stories soon spread throughout the country, and attracted quite a number 
of people who knew them. The material was narrated word for word in accordance 
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with tradition, and when the storyteller inserted new, i.e., wrong words, it often 
happened that the crowd corrected him. Literal rendering played an important role. 
Even more important were gesture and intonation. For good storytellers the 'scenic 
rendering' was more significant than the actual telling."29 

Even at that time Frobenius recognized the value of oral literature and the 
significance of stylistic elements, for which he must be given lasting credit. His 
insight counts even more considering that not even missionaries thought Africans 
had any kind of creative power. Frobenius recounts: "At my arrival in his area of 
work, an old, experienced missionary denied the existence of valuable oral tales in 
his environment. 'When several weeks later I read to him some good things which I 
had collected there, he exclaimed in utter amazement: 'Those fellows have simply 
been telling you lies.' "30 

The second journey, sponsored mainly by the diiectors of the ethnological 
museums in Hamburg and Leipzig, led to the Sahel of West Africa-from the Senegal 
to the springs of the Niger, to Liberia and Timbuktu, then via Ouagadougou through 
Togo to the coast. Frobenius is on the track of the courtly cultures of the old empires 
of Ghana, Mali, Mossi, and Songhai, and collects the minstrels' epics and songs of 
praise. However, it is rather the gallant and frivolous courtly adventure stories that 
are caught in his net, not the gre:it epics of Sundiata-the founder of the empire of 
Mali-of the Songhai rulers Sonni Ali and Askia the Great, and of the founders of the 
Segu empire. He was looking for the (nonexistent) link with the Mediterranean "high 
cultures." Out of this journey comes the volume Der schwarze Dekameron (The Black 
Decameron] (1910), dedicated to the "most honorable Boccaccio,"31 and the travel 
report Auf dem Wege nach Atlantis (En Route to Atlantis] (1911). 

One of Frobenius's major informants was the storyteller Korongo. Frobenius is 
elated with frenzy-with Ergriffenheit: "And Korongo-how he delivered this! The 
voice modulated; the facial features mimed in numerous nuances individual words 
and gestures; and the delivery was delayed or sped up, subsided and increased. 
Verily, a mighty heroism, a living epic, and a born artist-this Korongol"32 " ... We 
were both giddy, Korongo drunk with alcohol, and I under the magic power of a 
stupendous, powerful cultural life. "33 

The third journey, in 1910, led from Algiers to the Kabyles of Algeria, and brought 
forth the tales of the Berbers. His account shows his willingness to undergo 
privations, his contempt for the present, his "Ergriffenheit" for primitive times, his 
contempt for facts, and his enthusiasm for style and purity of style. Frobenius almost 
parodies himself: "The time of my stay in these mountain holes turned more and 
more into one of the most fruitful of my traveling African years. However, it was 
necessary to reduce the demands ... and comforts of life to a minimum. The meal, 
always consisting of the same kuskus (a dirty polenta variant), which was collectively 
scooped with wooden spoons out of an always dirty bowl, did little to stimulate one's 
appetite; the night-quarters in the wretched and suffocating mud-houses, which 
were always shared with a multitude of vermin, were all but refreshing; and traffic 
with a community, in which everybody is a rogue and scoundrel but nevertheless 
wants to be treated as a gentleman, is somewhat fatiguing in the long run. But what 
does that matter! We only need to hear sounds from ancient times, see fragments of 
lines of developed style, or comprehend essential germinal movements of culture and 
we forget dirt, bedbugs and hunger, and easily shake hands with the worst 
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rogue- naturally always with the clearly pronounced nota bene: Dear fellow, you are 
a rascal, but you have a pure style."3~ 

Then came the great and most successful journey, in 1910-12, all through Nigeria 
and the grassland from the Cameroons to Adamawa, which would bring to his 
sponsors, the ethnological museums of Berlin, Hamburg and Leipzig, more than the 
hoped-for treasures. Frobenius finds the Ori Olokun and many terra-cotta heads; he 
discovers the richly mythic culture of the Yoruba, which he considers to be the 
survivor of Atlantis. His Atlantische Gotterlehre (Atlantic Mythology] (1926) 
celebrates the Yoruba as the last (though degenerate) carriers of the culture of the 
sunken island of Atlantis. Even though his speculations seduced him to bold 
fantasies, he understood the Yoruba world of myths and legends as a logical system. 
And again he offers an endless quantity of details: the system of gods, the myths and 
legends, the tales, the hair styles, the tattooings, the meaning of individual throws of 
the palm kernels at the Ifa oracle. 

However, it is this journey which also shows his limitations-prejudices through 
which he knowingly gets into trouble. He had made the decisive step toward ~is 
discovery long before, when at the age of nineteen he trusted the words of an 
"Abeokuta youth"35 (a young man from the Yoruba town of Abeokuta): "In that year 
a Negro from the West Coast, a man from Yorubaland, told me in Hamburg: 'In my 
country every man from ancient times is a big stone.' "36 When he arrived in Nigeria, 
he knew what he was looking for. He had made sure of the goodwill of the highest 
British authorities, but he spoilt things with the British subalterns, the European
educated Blacks. Frobenius did not hide his sympathy for stylistically pure rogues, 
but a gentleman violating style was unpardonable to him. Africans who spoke 
English and wore ties-such people betrayed their high and stylistically pure 
heritage. He called them "niggers in pants" and "nigger clerks" or something 
similar, if he noticed them at all. Frobenius, who usually wrote down every name, 
had only contemptuous nicknames for such violators of style. "The Oni (the divine 
king of lfe), as a real ruler under the British administration of Southern Nigeria, had 
two clerks at his disposal to handle his reports and correspondence. The older one, 
whom we shall call Cultural Plant I (since I see that I have nowhere written down 
his name), was the cleverer and really more vicious of the two. Unfortunately I 
antagonized him on the very first day and brought down his hatred on my poor 
head ... Cultural Plant II was more good-natured . .. "37 

Frobenius, ~ho gave rich presents to every storyteller, overlooked the extended 
hand of the African gentleman: "I saw no reason to make this man a present ... which 
was imprudent of me, as I later realized."38 

Frobenius excavates and finds bronze and terra-cotta heads. The joy of discovery is 
mixed with greed; the natives, cheated, later recognize the value of their antiquities; 
small deceptions lead to great quarrels. Frobenius writes of his chief interpreter: "I 
particularly stressed that it should be clearly agreed . .. that we keep the original of 
the Olokun, but the Oni receives a copy. Bida later admitted to me that, in order to 
facilitate the negotiations, he had translated the affair the other way round for 
convenience and in the genuine manner of Negroes."39 Intrigues and counter
intrigues; the tensions escalate; the British Resident, Mr. Partridge, sides with his 
proteges. Frobenius is to relinquish his treasures; hidden terra-cotta heads are 
recovered from among dirty clothes, and Frobenius is summoned before an 
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improvised court as a trafficker in illicit goods. Perjured questionings, false charges, 
subterfuges, incriminations ("Lies, robbery, perjury, even assassination were in
volved here, such as one could find only in a dime novel"),40 an inextricable to and 
fro with an eventual compromise, but Frobenius has to return his major find, the Ori 
Olokun. "On the very same day Mr. Partridge asked for the Olokun head. He 
received it and returned the six pounds which I had paid for it.''41 But the head has 
never been found again. In the museum of lfe today stands a different Olokun head, 
from which the bit of metal that Frobenius broke off to have it chemically analyzed 
in Europe (where it never arrived) is not missing. The original head also never 
surfaced in Europe, in spite of Mr. Partridge. Mr. Partridge "then himself took along 
some crates of archaeological finds, thus continuing the research in his manner, 
although the e"Port of antiquities was forbidden according to his information. Thus 
the Poseidon of the Atlantic Ocean returned to his sacred ground after he had been 
roused from his millennial sleep."42 Thus wrote Frobenius in conclusion, leaving it 
open whether he meant this factually or poetically. 

Human meanness-so he believed-had spoiled his great experience as an explorer. 
He did not see that the conflict was produced by himself, that he himself provoked 
the hatred that was so surprisingly directed against him. As curious as it may sound, 
the father of African archaeology_had never practiced African archaeology. He had 
looked for Greek heads in Ife, for the cultural products of the people of Atlantis. In 
his eyes the head of the Yoruba sea-god Olokun was the head of Poseidon. That a 
later archaeologist like Bernard Fagg would be able to excavate a Nok culture, a 
native predecessor of He, would never have occurred to him. His theory of culture, 
which turned man into an involuntary vehicle of a fetishized "culture," made him 
see in the real Yoruba only the basically unworthy vehicles of an ancient classical 
culture. He was "seized with sadness when thinking that this assembly of 
slow-witted proletarians should today be the preservers and heirs of this classical 
beauty."43 He saw no African, but Greek beauty in the excavated terra-cottas: "Out 
of these scanty fragments spoke harmony and vitality, the expression of a 
gracefulness in form directly recalling the ancient Greek, the proof of a non-Negroid 
pure race which had resided here from time immemorial."44 He did not see that this 
bronze tradition had persisted and had developed into other perhaps "more 
expressionistic" forms. At a time when European artists, such as Derain, Kirchner, 
Picasso and others, were being impressed and influenced by more recent African art, 
Frobenius showed contempt for the achievements of his African contemporaries and 
fellowmen. "It was typical of this niggerized society that they should value the 
products of their miserable modern fakery higher than those of an artistically gifted 
antiquity."45His lack of understanding and his disappointment were so great that in 
these comments he fell to using the vocabulary of racialism which was ordinarily 
alien to him. He was also personally disappointed and hurt ("Woe to Europeans if 
they do not remain conscious of their unity of culture and race in the African bush. 
Woe to them!")46 and so he finally declares in his oracular way: "Even if black 
energy can achieve something significant. .. , there will have to be twice as much 
intelligence put out by directors of that energy, that is, by the European vehicles of 
culture. This black race will never achieve a lasting victory; all the factors of world 
history testify to this."4 7 For all his supreme achievement as a discoverer, his human 
and literary standards reached here their lowest point. 
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Frobenius did not even return home from his West African journey. The Ori 
Olokun scandal had created an international sensation. "Thus it seemed to me more 
diplomatic to flee from the sight of The Times, which followed me everywhere'. and 
to disappear, i.e., to move to East Africa, to the Eastern Sudan, without creatm_g a 
great sensation. When the specialist of The Times tried to find me for an interview 
on the steamer of the Elder Dempster Line in Las Palmas, I had disappeared. The 
bird had flown."48 He was already converting his adventure into the language of his 
national prejudices. Although he had his difficulties with the British, he writes, 
"since envious foreign eyes [welsche Augen) were peering at the gains made by 
German scientific research,"49 he changed at the Canaries to a French steamer 
bound for Genua. Frobenius needed three days "to visit my little girl in the Tyrol, 
take my wife and my brother home, and to leave again for Africa immediately, this 
time heading East."50 This fifth journey, in 1912, started from the Red Sea, crossed 
the Nile at Khartoum, then led to the mines of the ancient empire of Kush a~d to 
Kordofan. "The significance of the metal production in antiquity and the magnitude 
of the ancient situation were thoroughly investigated,"5 1 HE WROTE! And to his 
collaborator Dr. Coll: "Yes, here we are now, and in luck once morel 'Savage' Nuba 
in the South, Hamitic 'Arabs' all around, and royal Fur in the West. But here there's 
a feast in honor of Kitchener! Well, and here they all meet-and we're raking it in! 
Raking it in! And howl"52 

Soon after his return, in December 1912, he was received by the Emperor 
Wilhelm, and his fame was at its height. The prospect of imperial sponsorship for his 
future journeys made him look for a spectacular contribution to the glory of the 
German flag. He had his collaborators estimate the cost of a zeppelin station n_ear 
Lake Chad, and on February 5, 1913, he proposed, in all seriousness, his bold pro1ect 
to the German parliament with the following childlike and naive argument: "With 
admirable elan, the Frenchman has pushed forward with his telegraph from the 
Senegal to the Chari. He built railways. He built airports. The Eng!ishi_nan has eve~ 
established two routes from the coast to the heart of Bnt1sh N1gena ... There 1s 
nothing the German can put beside this."53 Then Frobenius puts forward a 
three-year plan. A road in Northern Cameroon should be enlarged; every ten 
kilometers a landing place for airships should be constructed beside it. Three 
zeppelin hangars and two natural gas stations should be built. Then the airsh!ps were 
to be transported by sea from Germany to Africa, and by river up the Niger and 
Benue to Garoua where they would be assembled. Frobenius's collaborators 
estimated the costs at 3.7 million gold marks. And what was the purpose of all this? 
Frobenius rejected considerations of utility such as the British or French might ha~e 
envisaged. "Even more than in Europe, the ruler in Africa is judged by Africans m 
terms of his achievements," Frobenius explained to the delegates. "He who has the 
highest prestige will, according to an ancient African principle, have the highest 
income."54 The delegates were to grant the funds "since it was a question of prestige 
and power."55 His argument is disarming: "The German Empire has a naval system 
in West Africa which ... calls for a yearly expenditure of 650,000 marks. This naval 
station, too, merely serves Germany's prestige and the presence of power."56 In 
conclusion Frobenius added to his adventurous plan a serious warning: "Above all 
things, may the spirit of adventure be absent, may Germany be saved from fruitless, 
exaggerated new ventures which, boastful with airships, aim to conquer the 
world .... "57 
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between Algeria and Morocco. The sponsor of the ~.xp.ed1t10n was the Germ~n ,~~ . 
Emperor, who covered the cost from his privy purse. 58 The seventh JOUrn~~• m 
1914-15, under commission from the general staff and the supreme m1htary 
command, led through Turkey across the Red Sea to Northern Abyssinia and 
produced "information about the significance and locatio~ of lost ore _mines."59 . 

The war and the postwar period obliged Frobenius to interrupt his work. Dunng 
this time he expanded his base, the archives and his "Institute for the Morphology of 
Culture" in Frankfurt am Main. In 1925, he became professor of ethnology at the 
University of Frankfurt. During the twenties many of his writings appeared, above 
all his work in seven volumes, Erlebte Erdteile [Continents Experienced) (1925-29), 
which assembles his studies in the theory of culture, and his series of twelve volumes, 
Atlantis (1921-28), a collection of African oral tales and narratives printed in a now 
famous edition by the publishing house of his friend and drinking companion Eugen 
Diederichs. This largest and greatest collection of African oral literature, which 
unfortunately bas never been translated into other languages, has meanwhile 
become available again in a reprint (from Kraus Reprint in Nendeln, Liechtenstein). 

The following journeys-expeditions with a team of collaborators-were underta
ken with a view to documentiiig rock paintings: the eighth journey, in 1926, to 
Nubia; the ninth journey, in 1928-30, to Zimbabwe, Zambia and South Africa; the 
tenth journey, in 1932, to the rock paintings in the Central Sahara and the Hoggar; 
the eleventh journey, in 1933, and the twelfth journey, in 1934-35, to the rock 
paintipgs of the East Saraha in Tibesti and in the Fezzan. Of the ninth expedition 
Frobenius writes: "We ... copied the rock paintings and used a method of research 
which had been applied only once before, namely by Karl Mauch-and never again 
afterwards. "60 On the eleventh journey he discovered and copied the famous rock 
paintings of Wad Sora in the Cilf Kebir. The collections of rock paintings, assembled 
with the greatest care, were mostly destroyed in World War II during air raids on 
Frankfurt. 

For Frobenius all collections were merely by-products. Man that he was, 
Frobenius on all his journeys had only the one aspiration, "to find among the naive 
peoples the happiness which was languishing in Europe"61 (a romantic escape from 
reality), and to discover the remains of an alien past-"to drive all these dead and 
living treasures .. . into our crates, sketchbooks, and diaries"62-since they were to 
document his theory of culture. 

Cultures are to him living organisms, to begin with: "Culture lives.and dies, arises 
anew and travels through cultural spaces on its own terms, as if man were not there, 
who indeed is only the tool for its formation."63 "Yet, culture has no legs. It takes it 
easy and lets itself be carried by man. Wherever it appears, man must have carried 
it."64 "Cultures live, give birth, and die."65 But Frobenius goes further than Oswald 
Spengler, the author of Der Untergang des Abendlandes [The Decline of the West); 
he sees something behind culture: the "essence of culture." This essence in its tum 
has a soul: the paideuma. Scientifically, such things can neither be understood nor 
proven; one can only feel one's way into them: "Cultural thinking mu~t b~ l_ed by the 
desire for a feeling of unity."66 Hence bis works do not set out to be scientific and are 
"in no way an account of specific cultures; they are rather meant as an attempt to 
make the reader Jive and feel himself into the soul, into the paideuma of the essence 
of culture."67 



This paideuma defies not only human understanding, but also human taming. It is 
like fate, if not fate itself. It creates structures as it wants to and carries out 
"pendular movements." Sometime in the most remote past, the pendulum had 
swung from West to East, and now it was swinging the other way. In the Pacific it 
created a "highly mythological culture," then on the Asian continent a "highly 
religious one," then in Central Europe a "highly philosophical one," and finally in 
Western Europe a "materialistic culture."68 "In the Eastern Mediterranean it (the 
soul of culture) culminated in the liberal arts-among which one should also include 
Greek philosophy-in Rome it expressed itself through the formation of the idea of 
an imperialist state, in France through a social organization, and in England through 
th~ ?.sychology of world economics."69 The reader who does not "feel along" 
[m1tfi.ihlen] but who thinks, realizes with consternation that one can just as easily 
feel opposite combinations: a highly philosophical Chinese culture, a highly 
mythological Mediterranean culture, etc. All and nothing can be summarized by 
such crude cliches. But man (if we disregard the master) is only the being who is 
ergriffen, emotionally gripped, the vehicle of the paideuma, which forces his role 
upon him like a fatality. The only thing that has influence on the paideuma is the 
environment: "The environment forms the-paideuma."10 And "the paideuma creates 
races."71 

It helps if one pictures the whole conception somewhat as Frobenius pictures, as 
an exemplary case, the Englishman. Englishmen who emigrate to Australia 
become-provided naturally that they live there for a couple of generations-"long, 
thin and gawky like the kangaroos,"72 and those who went to South Africa become 
"clumsy and heavy like the Kaffirs and Boers." The North Americans, as if intending 
to demonstrate Frobenius's theory, "made the experiment of taking shots of a 
number of heads of genuine Yankees (i.e., old established residents) superimposed on 
one photographic plate, and thus obtained an Amerindian type as the average."73 
And "those who permanently settle in West Africa turn into niggers."74 

One can see that Frobenius is no racist, far from it. His prejudices could be better 
justified "paideumatically.'' There is also the difference he makes between the 
Orient and the Occident. He says in his oracular way: "The Oriental lives in a world 
cave; he does not know an exterior. Western man, however, lives in a house ... and 
therefore his feeling for the exterior could develop. This exterior is an indefinite 
space. An expansion of the world results, which is equivalent to Spengler's Faustian 
spirit.''75 Frobenius gives supporting architectural examples: the cupola is nothing 
but a heavenly cave erected over the inner yard. On the other hand ... the 
architectures of the castle on the Rhine and the Gothic cathedral represent the 
Weitegefiihl (space consciousness].''76 This can be as little "felt" as the announce
ment "that the Jew, as a soul originating from the Orient, constantly Jives with a 
"Hohlengefohl [cave consciousness] and confronts the Weitegefiihl with incompre
hension.''77 Poor Ahasuerusl Frobenius also includes the Frenchmen among those 
people who have a "Hohlengefohl" (in spite of their Gothic cathedrals).78 

Particularly the French. In Frobenius's enormous and monstrous system of world 
differentiation, the Frenchmen always find themselves at the opposite pole from the 
Germans. The "Ursinn [primal sense of things] as a phenomenon of the paideuma"19 

divides culture, the world, and its peoples into female and male aspects. Time is 
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male because it is extensive; (finite] space is female because it is statically crouching. 
The "Weitegefiihl" is male, the "Hohlengejiihl" is female. Male is spontaneity, 
female is thinking in factual terms, to which is opposed the male "sense of reality." 
The agricultural cultures of Africa are patriarchal, i.e., male, and Frobenius counts 
them as a part of his "Ethiopian culture," since they represent to him Homer's 
"irreproachable Ethiopians," "whose sacrifice was dearest to the gods.''80On the 
other hand, the "Hamitic culture" of the cattle-breeding nomads under the cupola of 
heaven, which produces the "Hohlengefiihl," belongs to the female side. Across 
continents and races, paideumatic similarities and contrasts are revealed to 
Frobenius's power of empathy. Frobenius postulates "facts in the French, English, 
and Hamitic cultures-the sense of reality in the German and Ethiopian culture,"81 

as unchanging contrast: "Strictly speaking, the sense of fact found in French culture 
has hardly changed during the course of millennia; it should not be different with 
the sense of reality among the Ethiopians and the Germans. "82 

The world war of 1914-18 acquires paideumatic sense for Frobenius as a 
clarification of this contrast. He proclaims "that in the violent commotion" 
- meaning the "rupture of time and cultural space in 1914"83-"the paideuma of the 
peoples broke out in its naturalness, and pushed back the unnatural wherever it had 
been repressed into distorted fo~s. The male separated from the female. The 
Western female cultures and the Eastern male cultures now showed the entelechy of 
their 'destiny.' The Western cultures persisted in the tendency for dimensionality, 
whereas the Eastern ones, in the course of a rhythmic reversal, proceeded to 
intensity."84 Or: "The catastrophes of the last decades have torn away the illusions 
of gene:alizations and allow the Orient to be seen today as the vehicle of the 
reality-sense with its accent on the temporal. The crest of the Vosges can be 
regarded as the borderline of such formations that appear through spatial dissemina
tion-which is of extreme significance to us. Today, the most striking appearances of 
world views stressing respectively time and space are: German culture as the highest 
manifestation of the sense of reality and centrifugal vitality, on the other hand 
French culture as the manifestation of the sense of fact.''85 Orient here means 
Germany, Russia, and the Ethiopians (i.e., the Black Africans); the West means 
France, England, and the Hamites (who ordinarily are connected with the Orient). 

All this can no longer even be "felt" without some effort. Frobenius himself 
sometimes felt wrongly. According to his theory, farmers on the Congo belonged as 
"Ethiopians" to the "Weitegefohl", the nomads on the Niger as "Hamites" to the 
"Hohlengefuhl." But he writes: "On the one hand, Congo and forest and narrow 
space. On the other hand, Niger and grassland and expansion. On the one hand, 
fatigue and a languishing ability to sustain the state of an ancient culture, which has 
become impotent through incest. On the other hand, freshness poised for the 
leap ... a growth of culture, in which those too weak to bear children were relieved 
by those who are potent and hopeful. "86 

Frobenius's contrasting pairs are supplemented or interrupted by the stages 
between youth and age. His value system proceeds from the demonic to the ideal, 
and to the factual, which for hirn is a decline. The demonic stands at the childhood 
stage of the paideuma, reacts from the heart, feels, is touched emotionally, and is 
creative, spontaneous and guided by genius. The youth-stage of the paideuma 
expresses itself through ideals, through brains, and through monumental formation 
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[Gestaltung]. The manhood-stage of the paideuma is the epoch of facts, of reason, 
and goal-orientedness; the last is undermining and it produces disintegration.87 

If we apply this theory in an attempt to understand the personality of its creator, 
we come to the conclusion that Frobenius never wanted to become a grown-up. He 
remained between childhood and youth, a permanent twelfth-graqer, who adores the 
ideal and the demonic and hates facts. "Ideals embrace the immense measure of the 
whole world of reality ... the facts embrace only particulars of a world mechan
ism."88 Hence-away with the mechanical rubbish of democracy. To him the 
Weimar Constitution is only a "mechanical bungle."89 Things of that sort belong to 
the Western world of "mechanics,"90 which is not culture, but civilization. "Culture 
is simply ... something German."91 And "especially Germany (has) distinguished 
herself in the formation [Gestaltung] of splendid and living organizations .. .It is 
sufficient to draw attention to the German postal services, the railway, and 
institutions like Krupp in Essen. "92 It is true that postal services, railway, and 
armament production exist elsewhere, but that is something quite different since 
there exists an "essential difference between Western culture and German culture": 
"What is mere handling of facts for those Westerners, becomes holy dogma and a 
matter of conviction for the German."93 -

Here we have an almost religious nationalism accompanied- as so often- by 
extremely conservative opinions about music, art, and literature. Not only in Africa 
does everything modern indicate a decline. In German music "Karl Maria von 
Weber begins the destruction of shorelines [Uferbildung] by introducing the ninth 
and Wagner continues it. The music produced today ... (represents) the destruction 
of conventional order . .. The non-style is programmatic. Artistic skill without 
shorelines. Organized, or rather, mechanized noises."94 For modern art he has only 
two statements: "The 'Today' of painting (shows) a pullu]ating overabundance of 
talents, but no sensible stylistic line. The 'isms' characterize the situation. "95 

The art of Impressionism, and Cubism, which during his time was particularly 
interested in African motifs, meant nothing to him. His knowledge of literature, 
meager in any case, ends with Freytag and Raabe;96 after these he only detects a 
"Jos.~ of expressive capacity."97 He never took notice of his contemporaries 
Schonberg, Klee, Marc, Thomas Mann, Rilke, or Brecht. Foreign, and in particular 
"welsche" [meaning Italian and French] painters or authors he completely disregard
ed. 

Yet, although he entirely overlooked all cultural innovations, even those that form 
style, he pronounced Germany to be "pregnant with formation [gestaltschwang
er). "98 For what is demonic and guided by genius is simply German, and one must 
not take away their "Weitegefohl," their colonies. "The vitality of the expansive 
demonic-what is guided by genius in the most Hteral sense- dies of course with the 
renunciation of a limitless Lebensraum (formation of colonies)."99 Also, "the 
metropolis means death to everything that has genius,"100 and "genius is the 
culminating manifestation of the paideuma."101 The world needs the genius. And 
thus, in 1925, locked up in the German metropolis of Frankfurt, barred from escape 
to the "happiness of the naive people," and feeling his genius languishing when 
foregoing his "Weitegefiih~" Frobenius exclaims with despair: "Why does no leader 
appear who, with 'originality' and 'willpower,' is able to save all peoples from almost 
ubiquitous wretcbedness?"102 
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No doubt, Frobenius was a pacesetter of fascism. His lack of critical acumen, his 
contempt for analytical knowledge, bis hatred of any kind of education, bis 
irrationality, his pseudo-scientific speculations, his megalomania, his petty hatred of 
the French, his Germanitude, his longing for a "leader,'' and his juvenile enthusiasm 
for war-"Where the blades of swords and the heads of spears jerk into the enemy's 
body, where the breath and the splashing blood of fighting men flow together, t_here 
splendid manhood grows with blessed intoxication."103-and many other features 
besides, are part of that agitation which drove Germany into the arms of Hitler. But 
is that all? Was he merely a post-Wilhelminian barroom philosopher, a retarded 
petty bourgeois? 

Frobenius was in fact the brilliant demonic child that he wanted to be ·in 
accordance with his theory, the genius that never grows up. As a political man we 
may forget him. He was never a scientist either: he was too superficial, too 
grandiloquent, and too poetic. His theoretical systems are sentimentalisms, and his 
untamed urge to collect was only meant to cover up his lack of scholarly accuracy. 
He hoped that if he entered thousands of details on maps and marked places of 
discovery with the same color he could make "cultural layers" distinct from one 
another. That was the idea behind his fragmentary Atlas Africanus (1922-30), for 
which he "raked in" detail upon detail- an almost inexhaustible hoard which has 
remained of lasting value. With it, however, he wanted to prove his theory of 
culture. A thousand details can be interpreted to suit one's needs, which is precisely 
what he did, thoughtlessly, and thus he proved the arbitrariness of the facts. 

But the brilliant child had intuitions which were far ahead of his time. In 1898, 
when imperialism was at its peak and European hubris and cultural superiority were 
extremely great, he wrote in his first great work, Der Ursprung der afrikanischen 
Kulturen (The Origin of African Cultures]: "What ... we, conceited Europeans . .. call 
world history, has significance only for ourselves and the inhabitants of the small 
Asian peninsula, because it is the world history of our own growth ... , because, for 
the time being, we are the tyrants of the Earth, who subjugate and rule the other 
peoples and races, and make it seem as if the development of the culture of the 
future could be founded on nothing else but our soil and ourselves."104 With the 
passion of his Ergriffenheit he resisted the destructive fury of colonialism: ''With our 
iron fist we smash all other peoples. We sow our colonies on the corpses of 
putrefying races and cultures, and bum down the homes of foreign developments in 
order to erect our palaces on the smoking ruins ... . The European ocean of fire, 
which extends across the Earth, may have destroyed within a few decades the largest 
part of living and dead 'world history.' With the destruction of ·a people's 
peculiarity .. . a document disappears forever, for those simple, alien forms of culture 
represent documents of world history!"I0~ 

On this far sighted and humane base Frobenius erected his theoretical system, 
which got more and more out of joint, however, since it was meant to embrace 
everything. The brilliant child belonged to the avant-garde, yet when he grew up he 
became dogmatic. When his world was wallowing in imperialism, he fought for the 
right of subjugated peoples to live; forty years later, when his world had become 
more liberal, he turned into a conservative nationalist. He made his entrance as a 
self-taught person and innovator, but made his exit as a zealous p rophet. His 
dogmatism, however, was softened by a robust humor: he loved the free, hot, 
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steaming and laughing liJe. For decades he travelled as an adventurer through 
desert, jungle and bush, and yet he died in his bed-of heart failure due to angina 
pectoris, not of a tropical disease-in Biganzolo on the Lago Maggiore, on August 9, 
1938. He wanted to adorn himself with the scholar's hat, but all too often wore a 
fool's cap. As a scientist we may forget him, too. 

Frobenius was the ever-enthusiastic, the ever-excited emotionally gripped child. 
He touched everything, he was disgusted at nothing; he "crawled from one temple to 
the next."106 He recognized what was beautiJul. Around 1900, people considered 
African carvings to be curious things, primitive products of people who wanted to 
carve in a naturalistic manner, but did not know how. The child Frobenius stroked 
the surfaces and exclaimed: "Beautiful art!" And since then other people, too, have 
regarded African art as art. 

In a zoo, the child Frobenius saw his first Eskimos, Indians, Bedouins, and Blacks, 
next to the animals. He made friends with them and proclaimed "that there is no 
people that is closer to animals than it is to us, that all men are real men, that the 
biggest and only differences are those of education and of spiritual and physical 
property."107 And after that, "exhibitions of people" were removed from the zoos. 

Frobenius accumulated all his anger-and cursed and swore against the European 
feeling of cultural superiority: "When European scholars left for Africa ... they 
were ... equipped with glasses, with tightly fastened spectacles. Poor stupid Europe 
who, in her complete blindness, has always considered herself to be the only one 
capable of judgments. And you others, who feel the beauty and freedom of your 
cultural style dissolve because of the shabbiness of this most horrible superstition, 
because of the most awful heresies, and because of dreadful self-conceit and 
self-deification! "108 

Frobenius unmasked the vocabulary of contempt as a tactical political lie: "These 
European glasses often turned into criminal ones! At the time when Europe needed 
slaves for America and the ends had to be justified, the Christian conscience was 
quickly calmed and the Africans were changed to the worst kind of heathens, their 
world view to animalistic fetishisms, their priests to impostors and swindlers, and 
their kings to barbaric voluptuaries and assassins. They were treated in this manner 
until they turned into what they were supposed to be. Woe, when will Europe have 
washed off this black ignominy!"109 Frobenius declared: "The term fetish" is "a 
European trade mark! In no part of Black Africa have I found a fetish belief among 
Negroes."110 And since then the story about the missionary boiling in the pot is no 
longer found in more serious papers. 

The child Frobenius read old travel reports which attributed to Islam all "higher" 
culture in Africa. "Mighty empires, great courts, splendid receptions of princes! 
People in homemade floating gowns, great architectures, cities with a hundred 
thousand and more inhabitants! That could not possibly be African. Quickly Europe 
put on other glasses-the spectacles of Islam. Thus Europeans could come to terms 
with tradition. Everything high came from Islam. Everything low was ancient 
African property."1 ll Frobenius, however, defended the "naked heathen" and this 
action was so far ahead of his time that "after [he] had uncovered the greatness of 
these primitive people in its unity, in 1913, no one in Europe dared to give his 
opinion on this matter."112 

The child Frobenius came to Africa as to a despised continent; he saw houses, 
spoons, pots and fields (he also read early travel reports), and was enthusiastic: 

"Every tribe has formed its own exterior appearance."113 "I was astounded at the 
variety of independent appearances."11-1 "Culture to the bonesl"115 Thus Frobenius 
turned the theory of evolution upside down; the "primitives" all of a sudden were no 
longer mere predecessors, but creative people, more creative than we. These 
Africans in the bush, according to him, lived on an "Isle of the Blessed;"116 but 
wherever "European trash" abounded, he found only "pauperized niggers in pants 
and parasitical nigger clerks.''117 Naturally, he did not investigate whether this 
pauperization could perhaps have something to do with his "Weitebedurfnis" [need 
for space]. 

The child Frobenius went to the Kasai and, like a child, listened to the story tellers 
and wrote everything down. And he listened in the correct manner: not only did he 
understand the tale and interpret its contents, but he also took in its form and the 
gesture that makes the tale alive. Thus resulted, in the course of years, the greatest 
and most complete collections of African oral literature to date. 

The child Frobenius made friendships with African people and exclaimed: "We 
see the Earth; we respect everyone equally. We reject value preferences. Nothing we 
know merits either more or less consideration.''118 "The concept of the 'barbaric 
Negro' is a creation of Europel"119 With these comments he found the applause of 
the world. In the magazine Revue 'du Monde Nair, which began publication in Paris 
in 1931 and was edited by the Martinican Paulette Nardal, an article by Frobenius 
was printed in No. 5, 1932, and introduced by P. Desroches-Laroche. This bilingual 
magazine of the Blacks celebrated Frobenius as a man "free from traditional routine 
and from prejudices against Africa ... Frobenius conjures up Africa from the night of 
ages, wirh its past traditions and culture."120 

And since then the ideology of Negritude is weighted with a shot of Frobenius's 
irrationality. Senghor writes: "We let ourselves be seduced by the glowing theories 
of Leo Frobenius, according to which the Negro soul and the German soul are sisters. 
Were they not-one as well as the other-daughters of the 'Ethiopian culture', which 
meant 'surrender to a paideumatic essence,' emotional capacity, and a sense of 
reality, while the 'Hamitic culture,' with which Western rationalism is related, 
expressed the desire for domination, the gift for invention and the sense of fact? Leo 
Frobenius had included us in a new 'Sturm und Drang' .. . Following his agitation we 
stood up against the order and the values of the West, especially against its 
reason. "121 When receiving the Peace Prize of the German Book Trade, Senghor 
stressed in his address in Frankfurt's Paulskirche: "Frobenius demonstrated to us that 
the 'concept of the barbaric Negro is a creation of Europe,'ll9 that _the Negro is 
characterized by his ability to be moved not by facts, but by the 'essence of 
phenomena' and to express these in an 'immediate, unaffected and serious' style, and 
that moreover the soul of the Negro is related to the German soul. "122 

After all, the child Frobenius believed what an English-speaking Abeokuta youth 
told him-that in his country "every man from ancient times is a big stone";36 he 
went there and excavated terra-cotta and bronze heads, and he founded an African 
archaeology against the then current opinion that Africa had no history. 

The child Frobenius never sat on the high horse from which the "scholar" 
Frobenius constantly overshot his mark. The child Frobenius was "genial," in the 
German sense; he granted to oppressed Africa, an Africa which w1s despised so that 
oppression might be justified, the insignia of nobility: human dignity, culture, art, 
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literature, and history. Africa will remember him for that. He helped Africans and 
Afro-Americans to find a new consciousness of themselves within the African 
heritage. Loyal to his Emperor, a semi-fascist, a pseudo-scholar, and a sentimental 
author of Kitsch, Frobenius made nevertheless a significant contribution to the 
liberation and decolonization of Africa. For he was a child, a poet, and a genius, and 
he knew how to write effectively. 

FOOTNOTES 

An English rendering or translation is given in square brackets behind titles of works which 
might not be easily understood by readers unfamiliar with the German language. A checklist of 
works by Leo Frobenius can be found in Intemationales Afrika Forum 9 (1973): 535-36. 

1. The 1930 edition of Der Grosse Brockhaus [German encyclopedia] gives March 26, 1873, as 
Frobenius's birthdate; the 1954 edition of Der Grosse Brockhaus gives April 26, 1873; the 
Encyclopedia Britannica gives June 29, 1873, which according to information from the 
Frobenius Institute in Frankfurt is the correct date. 

2. Leo Frobenius, Ausfahrt (Outward Passage), Vol. I of Erlebte Erdteile [Continents 
Experienced) (Frankfurt am Main, 1925), p. 47. 
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